SPORTS — Aviation
Wilburg Wright, le célèbre aviateur
My dear Blanche:—
We went into Le Mans on the 25th and were fortunate in having sufficiently good weather to make it possible for M. Wright to ascend on his Aerostyle. He was the military governor of Avon, some 8 miles out of Le Mans. We sat there in the car for hours and began to think he would not go up...
SPORTS - Aviation — Le Biplan de Wilburg Wright
dans un vol de 6' 43'' de 12 à 25 mètres de hauteur
at all that afternoon. 
But about 6 o'clock he 
started off. The thing 
is a marvel it flies 
as easily as a bird 
and he seems to man-
age it perfectly, go-
ing here, there, high 
or low as he pleases. 
And when he gets 
ready to descend 
he does that exact-
ly on the spot he 
has chosen and 
without the slightest
4. La Grande Actualité. - L'aviation en 1908
L'Aéroplane de l'Aviateur Américain Wilbur Wright pendant le vol plané où il atteint une hauteur moyenne de 20 mètres.
(Camp d'Auvours, près Le Mans)
far. We left immediately after he came down and read late in the paper that he went directly up again taking a passenger for the first time. I wish we had remained to see that done.

We are spending Christmas in Chartres, going into Paris tomorrow to lay up the motor. It has to be done, I finish our work here tomorrow and you and grandma Mother from yours Agnes